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Fitting psychosocial risk into your frame of reference
The feature article in this edition which interviews Paul Flanagan, a clinical and
organisational psychologist, touches on how health and safety professionals can relate to
mental health issues in the context of their work.
This need not be too complex, nor is it doing the work of psychologists - but you do need
to understand as much as you can about the psychosocial hazards and risks that your
people face at work. Then you can use the structures and the systems that you’re trained
to use, to address those risks.
Have a good read and a great week.
David Clarke, CEO
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What’s behind the rise in mental health
problems?

NSW regulators put construction and
resources sectors on notice

A focus on mental illness and mental health

OHS regulators in NSW recently issued a

disorders miscategorises the nature of the

warning to businesses in the construction and

issue, according to an expert in the area, who

resources sectors that they will be targeting

said that the big issues that impact

unsafe working practices.

performance, productivity and engagement in
workplaces are everyday stress-related

Read full story

issues.
Read full story

First prosecution under Queensland’s
industrial manslaughter laws

Safety differently: a 3-step approach to
enabling safety for OHS professionals

In a first for Queensland, the Work Health and

Safety has traditionally focused on preventing

Safety Prosecutor has commenced a

unwanted outcomes through constraining

prosecution against the company Brisbane

people and process, however, this approach

Auto Recycling for industrial manslaughter

can also result in a range of unintended and

under the Work Health and Safety Act 2011.

unhelpful side effects, according to a “safety
differently” expert.

Read full story
Read full story
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Help UQ Researchers understand the
uptake and use of Sit-Stand Workstations
The University of Queensland is running a quick
survey to explore the uptake and use of sit-stand
workstations. By participating in this survey, you
will have the chance to win a $50 gift voucher and
contribute to the development of an evidenceinformed, e-learning module to support the
appropriate use of sit-stand workstations.
The survey can be found here.
For further information contact:
Haroun Zerguine: h.zerguine@uq.edu.au

POLICY & LEGISLATION

Safety alert issued over transporting
excavator buckets and attachments

Safety warning over electric shocks from
hospital bed power cords

NT WorkSafe recently issued a safety alert

WorkSafe Victoria recently issued a safety

about the practice of transporting excavator

alert about the hazards and risks associated

attachments in a large excavator bucket, and

with electric hospital bed power cords after an

the risk associated with the attachments

employee received a severe electric shock

dislodging and causing serious injury if not

from the power cord of an electric hospital

securely restrained.

bed.

Read full story
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NSW launches initiatives to protect
workers using sandstone and silica
products

Safety alert issued over fire risks in
heavy vehicles and mobile plant

Workers involved in the cutting of

highlighting the increased risk of fires in mobile

manufactured stone, sandstone and building

plant and heavy vehicles when maintenance

products will be better protected from dust

or modification work does not follow the

diseases under a range of new NSW

recommendations of the Original Equipment

Government measures designed to prevent

Manufacturer (OEM).

NT WorkSafe recently issued a safety alert

exposure to silica dust.
Read full story
Read full story

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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This year’s HFESA conference theme is “Being Human and Beyond”, embracing
the nexus between humans and technology and the integration opportunities in the
design of work and other systems. The program features leading presenters,
practitioners and researchers in three areas – design; government and community;
and resilience. HFESA has extended the HFESA Member registration rate to AIHS
Members.

Register here

We invite you to join us on Thursday 7th November from 8am-10am for a site tour
of the Ampcontrol facility in Cameron Park. Prior to the site tour, guest speakers
Paul Reynolds, Business Manager and Simon Coleman, General Manager of
Ampcontol, will discuss core aspects of Ampcontrol’s health, Safety, environment
and quality processes. Click 'Register here' below and note the site requirements of
the visit.

Register here
UPCOMING EVENTS
Ongoing
The Not Boring Safe Design Online Short Course
6 November BRIS- Adaptive Safety 2-Day Masterclass with Gary Wong
6 November VIC- An evening with Patrick Hudson
7 November NT- Workshop - Step forward in health & safety
7 November WA- Proposed WHS legislation opportunity to discuss submission
13 NovemberWA - Goldfields Regional Health and Safety Network Meeting
14 NovemberWebinar- Accessible & immersive technology
https://www.aihs.org.au/civicrm/mailing/view?reset=1&id=1655
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19 NovemberNSW- Is your Emergency Management Plan reliable?

INCIDENTS AND PROSECUTIONS

Company fined $120,000 for unsafe
construction site practices

Building company fined $47,500 over
tilt-up panel collapse

A company in Victoria has been fined

A building company in Western Australia has

$120,000 for exposing workers to risk of

been fined $47,500 and ordered to pay $1519

serious injury on a residential construction site

in costs over an incident in which a 3.88-tonne

in Geelong.

tilt-up panel fell from a building under
construction onto a neighbouring car park.

Read full story
Read full story

Building company fined $110,00 over
worker impaling

Homebuilder fined $77,000 for safety
breaches at two different worksites

A Brisbane building company has been fined

A local homebuilder has been fined $77,200 in

$110,000 after a worker fell and was impaled

the Brisbane Magistrates Court for seven

https://www.aihs.org.au/civicrm/mailing/view?reset=1&id=1655
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on a steel bar while constructing a Balmoral

breaches under the Work Health and Safety

house.

Act 2011 dating back to 2017.

Read full story

Read full story
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